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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we first describe a (fairly evident) generalization of the 
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients arising from any approximately finite 
dimensional representation of the braid group B, . We then obtain an 
effective algorithm for computing these coeficients for the (k, I)-representa- 
tions of the Hecke algebras H,(q), when q is an Ith root of unity. These 
representations were introduced in [Wl] for the purpose of constructing 
examples of subfactors of the Murray-von Neumann factor R, the (2, I)- 
quotient of H,,(q) having already occurred in Jones’ paper on index for 
subfactors [Jo]. 
The (li, /)-representations also appear as monodromy representations of 
the braid group in conformal field theories [TK]. It turns out that their 
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients coincide with the fusion rules of the 
su(k)-WesssZumino-Witten conformal field theories. A consequence of our 
work is then a duality between rank and level in these theories; namely the 
fusion algebra for the su(k)-theory at level p is isomorphic to that for the 
su(p)-theory at level k. 
It appears that the (k, I)-Littlewood-Richardson coefficients are also 
related to the representation theory of the quantum groups su(k), for q a 
primitive Ith root of 1. 
Recall that the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients are the structure 
constants for the ring of symmetric functions in the basis of Schur 
functions: 
s;sp = 1 c;&. 
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The coefficients are named after a combinatorial rule stated by Littlewood 
and Richardson for their computation (see [LR, Mac]. Under the 
Frobenius characteristic map, the ring of symmetric functions is isomorphic 
to @,, K,,(CS,,) with the multiplication determined by 
[P,I # b21 = CP, shifUp,)l. 
where p,, pZ are idempotents in CS,,,, CS,,, and shift,,, is the injective 
homomorphism of CS,, into CS,, +,?, taking the transposition (i, i + 1) to 
(i + 171, i + /M + 1). If E,, p, v are Young diagrams of size M, II, tn + n, respec- 
tively, then 
c;.~, = rank z,.(p; shift,,(p,, ) I= rank n,.( [pj.] # Cp,l), 
where p,. is a minimal idempotent in the minimal ideal of CS, labelled by 
I., p/, is a minimal idempotent in the minimal ideal of CS,, labelled by p, 
and TC,, is the irreducible representation of CS, + nl labelled by 11. 
In this formulation, the product on 0, KJCS,,) may be generalized to 
the context of approximately finite dimensional representations of the braid 
group B, (and of similar structures allowing a shift operation such as the 
Brauer algebra [Br, W23 or its q version in [SW]). We call a representa- 
tion 71 of B, in the invertible elements of a unital algebra A approximately 
finite dimensional if A,, := TC( CB,) is finite dimensional semisimple for all n. 
When rr(CB % ) = A we also say that A or (A, n) is an approximately finite 
dimensional quotient of CB , . For n, tn EN, let shift,, denote the injective 
homomorphism of CB, into CB,, +,,? determined by Q, H (T;+ mr for the 
standard generators O, of B,,. In fact shift,,, is the restriction to CB,, of an 
inner automorphism Ad( 0) of B,, + nl, so we can define shift,H on A, by 
For idempotents x E A,,, and ~7 E A ,,, x shift,,(y) is an idempotent in A,,+, 
since .Y and shift,(J,) commute. 
Next one can check (Lemma 1.1) that 
[s] # [J] = [s shift,,,(j,)] 
defines a bilinear, commutative, associative graded multiplication on 
@,, &(A,,); the braid group plays an essential role for the commutativity 
of the product. We call 0, &(A,,) with this product the Littlewood- 
Richardson ring of A. Its structure constants in the basis 
u { [p] : p is a minimal idempotent of A, j. 
II 
are generalized Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. 
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We now restrict our attention to the Hecke algebras H,(q), which are 
certain quotients of CB, depending on a complex parameter q. H,,(q) is 
the complex algebra presented by generators g,, . . . . g, , and relations 
g,g,+1 gl=g,+lgigi+l~ 1 <i<n-2 (Bl 
g, g, = s, gi, Ii-j 32 (B2) 
g,2=(q-Ug,+qt l<i<n-1. (H 
H,(q) is the inductive limit of the H,(q) under the evident imbeddings. 
When q = 1, the presentation above is a standard presentation of the 
symmetric group algebra CS,. When q is neither 0 nor a root of unity, it 
is known that H,(q) is isomorphic to CS,, and the isomorphisms can be 
chosen to respect the imbeddings of H,(q) in H, + ,(q) and CS, in CS,, + , ; 
see for example [Wl 1. Thus for such q, the irreducible representations of 
H,(q) are labelled by the set A,, of Young diagrams (or partitions) of size 
n, and the Bratteli diagram describing the inclusion of the sequence of 
Hecke algebras is the same as the one for the sequence of group algebras 
CS,. In particular H,(q) is an approximately finite dimensional quotient 
of CB,. We will observe that its Littlewood-Richardson coefficients c%(q) 
are equal to the classical Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. 
When q is a root of unity, the H,(q) are no longer semisimple. However, 
when q is a primitive Ith root of unity, one can define an approximately 
finite dimensional quotient (H’“,“, r~‘~,‘)) of H,(q) for each k with 1 d k < I 
[Wl]. The object of our study is the Littlewood-Richardson ring 
yX(k.‘) := 0 n &( HL’,“) of H’“.“. The simple quotients of HL’.” are labelled 
by the set A,, (‘J) of (k /)-diagrams of size n, that is, Young diagrams 1 with 
length I(A) <k and with i, - jb/i 6 I-k. For each n and each A E A:.” let 
[pi] denote the corresponding class of minimal idempotents in Hi(‘.” and 
rcik.” the corresponding irreducible representation of Hjzk,” (or of H,(q)). 
Denote by d;, the structure constants of Xc? 
d:,, = rank rrt,‘,“( CPJ # Cp,I). 
Our main results are the following: 
(1) d;,bc:,, with equality in case all paths in the lattice of Young 
diagrams from 1, to v pass through (k, /)-diagrams only. 
(2) There is a bijection Y: Ak’,‘)-Ay -k.‘) such that d%(k, I)= 
d~&q,,U - k 0 
(3) For i E Ajlk,” and v E ,4Lk;‘l, one has d;.,,,, = ca,,,, 
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(4) Let I’“.” denote the ideal in Z[x,? . . . . ~~1’~ generated by 
{s j- : I., - 3.x- = I- k + 1) Then 
[p,] H XL, + P” 
extends to a ring isomorphism of .#“li.” onto Z[s,, . . . . .v~.,-ls”/Z”~“. 
(5) Therefore to compute the coefficients ti&, one multiplies s;.s,, in 
Z[s,, . . . . .Yk]SA and reduces the result modulo I’“,” to a sum of (.F,, : r is a 
(k, Z)-diagram 1. We obtain the following algorithm for reducing a Schur 
function s, modulo I’“,“. (The geometric description was suggested by 
Antony Wassermann. ) 
Let W denote the affine reflection group on R” generated by the 
reflection 
p : s H (Sk + I, x1, . . . . Sk ~ 1, x, - 0 
and the symmetric group S,. For )I’ E U’ let E(N.) denote the sign of II’. Set 
6 = (k - 1, k - 2, . ..) 0). 
Then s, = 0 (mod I’“.“) if and only if fl := rZ + 6 is fixed by some 
reflection in W. Otherwise there is a unique \VE W such that u(b) is in the 
fundamental alcove for the action of W on R”. In this case, v := u(b) - 6 
is a (k, I)-diagram, and So = E( nj)s,. (mod Zik.“). 
(6) Consequently one has the following formula expressing nl,, as a 
linear combination of the classical Littlewood-Richardson coefficients, 
ct;.,, = 1 &( w ) c;,, )‘, 
II E cs 
where H’ 8: I’ denotes tt( ~1 + 6 ) - 6. 
V. Kac [K], Exercise 13.35 and M. Walton [Wall have obtained 
exactly the same formula for the fusion coefficients in Wess-Zumino- 
Witten conformal field theories (also for arbitrary finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebras). Consequently (2) implies a duality between rank and level in 
the fusion algebras of these theories. 
(7) The algorithm in (5) may be practically implemented as follows: 
First form p := q + S, and set E = 1. 
Repeat the following steps until the partition p has repeated parts or 
/?, - /?/, < I: Let rr denote the unique permutation such that rcp(/I) is a 
partition. Replace p by rcp(fi) and E by --EE( 71). 
If /J has repeated parts or if /II - Ijk = I, then So = 0 (mod I(“.“). 
Otherwise v := /J’ - 6 is a (li, /)-diagram, and s,, = ES, (mod Zck.‘)). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We discuss some background material on the braid groups and Hecke 
algebras in this section. Actually we will need only very little about the 
braid groups, but for the Hecke algebras we will need some details about 
the q-analogues of Young’s normal representations which were studied in 
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I it1 
a 4-braid *i 
FIGURE 1 
[Wl 1. For the braid groups see [Bi] and for the Hecke algebras see [B, 
pp. 54-56; Wl, Sect. 21. 
The braid group B, is the group with generators o,, cr2, . . . . (T,,+ , and 
relations 
oi(Ti+loi=gr+Igz6,+17 i= 1, 2, . . . . n-2 
Oi(Ti = CT,CTi, Ii-j1 32. 032) 
B, is the inductive limit of the B,. The abstract B,, is isomorphic to the 
geometric braid group, which may be described as follows. Let D = 
(J E C” : 3 <j with yI = J, 1. Fix a basepoint in C”\ D, say -x0 = ( 1,2, . . . . n).~ 
An n-braid is a dass (under smooth homotopy with fixed endpoints) of 
smooth paths x(t) in C\ D such that .x(O) = x0 and X( 1) = rc~’ for some 
permutation 7c E S,. Multiplication is by composition of paths. (We use the 
convention that ab means first 6, then a.) The identity is the class of the 
constant path. n-Braids may be represented by planar diagrams in which 
two rows of II points are connected by smooth downward oriented paths, 
with indicated over crossings. The generator c, is represented by the 
diagram in which the ith path crosses once over the i+ 1st. 
We consider the elements in B, + ,~, 
(T m,,, = (~,,...~I)(~,,+, ...~Z)“.(~nr+,,~,...(Tm)r 





One checks that for 1 <i<n- 1 and Nan. ~;,~~i~,,,,N=~,+m. 
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Now consider an approximately finite dimensional representation rc of 
the braid B, , i.e., a representation into the invertible elements of a unital 
algebra A such that A,, := rr(CB,,) is finite dimensional semisimple for all n. 
One can then define an injective homomorphism shift,,,: A, + A,,,, by 
shift,,(s) = n( G,,, IV .~rr c,,, 
14;: A I.” 
V ) for any N > n. In particular shift,,(n(a,)) = 
n(a,+,,) f or , , 
Recall that two idempotents s. y in an algebra C are equivulent if there 
exist U, I’ E C such that x = uv and ~3 = 1’~. 
Given idempotents s E A,,, and J’ E A,,, define 
.Y#J,= [s shift,,,(?.)], 
where [ ‘1 is the equivalence class of the idempotent, The first point in the 
following lemma is that .Y#J~ depends only.on the equivalence classes of s 
and J, so # induces a product on pairs of equivalence classes: 
[s] # [.r] = [X shift,,,(.).)] 
LEMMA 1.1. Let .Y, ~1, r be idempotents in A,, A,,, A,,. 
(a) [f [x] = [x’] und [y] = [y’], then .Y#~s=.u’#p’. 
(b) Suppose .Y is the orthogonal sum of idempotents x’, s” (i.e., 
.K = x’ + x”, and x’x” = .x”x = 0). Then s shift,,,(y) is the orthogonal sum of 
X’ shift,( J>) and X” shift,,,( J’). 
(cl [xl # [.I,] = [.rl # [xl. 
(d) (C.yl # CYI) # [:I = [xl #(Cyl # [:I,. 
Proof Points (a) and (b) are easy to check. For (c), note that 
.Y shift,(y) and y shift,(.u) are equivalent via Ad(a,.,). For the associativity 
(d), first observe that shift, >shift,, = shift,+,,. It follows now directly from 
the definitions that 
[x] #([?I #[--I)= [.ushift,(y) shift,+,,(z)] = ([x] # [r])# [z]. 0 
Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple complex algebra. For the 
purposes of this paper we can define K,(A) to be the free abelian group 
generated by equivalence classes of minimal idempotents of A. The class of 
an idempotent p in A may be identified with a unique element in 
K,(A) obtained from an orthogonal decomposition of p into minimal 
idempotents. 
Because of Lemma 1.1 (b), the product # extends uniquely to a bilinear 
product on @,, &(A,), which is commutative and associative by 
Lemma 1.1 (c) and (d), and graded by definition. 
We remark that the product on @,, &(A,,) induces an associative, com- 
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mutative, ordered ring structure on K,(A) = bK,(A,,), with [l] serving as 
the multiplicative identity. (In the case that A is the fixed-point algebra for 
a “Xerox” product action of a compact group on an infinite tensor product 
of full matrix algebras, the ordered ring structure on K,(A) arising from the 
shift is well known. See for example [Wa, HI.) 
We now restrict our attention to the Hecke algebras H,(q) which were 
defined in the introduction. We have mentioned that when q is neither 0 
nor a root of unity, the algebras H,,(q) are semisimple and have irreducible 
representations labelled by the set A, of Young diagrams of size n. Let us 
provide a little more detail on the construction of these representations. 
For 3-~/i,, let T, denote the set of standard tableaux of shape i”, and T,, 
the set of all standard tableaux of size tl. Observe that t E T, may be 
identified with a path on Young’s lattice (the Bratteli diagram for the 
sequence of CS/,) from [l] to & i.e., an increasing sequence of Young 
diagrams 
[l] =/I”’ c A(?) c . . c J(“’ = j,, 
where A(‘) is the diagram which consists of the boxes of t containing the 
numbers 1, 2, . . . . i. For n > m, t E T,,,, and v E A,, define T,,,, to be the set of 
all tableaux in T,, which coincide with t after taking away the boxes 
containing in + 1, M + 2, . . . . n. 
The irreducible representation n; of H,(q) is defined on the vector space 
V, with (orthonormal) basis labelled by T,. Furthermore for t, s E T,, the 
matrix entries (s / n;I( gi) t ) are rational functions of q with poles only at 
roots of unity. One can check quite directly that 
where the sum runs over all Young diagrams which can be obtained by 
removing exactly one box from A. (In particular, the Bratteli diagram for 
the sequence of H,(q) is the same as that for the sequence of CS,.) 
We also need to mention the following quantities, which figure in the 
definition of the representations rr‘j. For t E Tj., define 
d(t)=c(n)-c(n- l)-r(n)+r(n- l), 
where c(i) and r(i) denote the column and row of the box containing the 




Note that b,=q-(1 +q)c,, with ad as in [Wl]. 
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One can define a family of idempotents {py : t E T,, 1. in H,(q) inductively 
as follows. First, p [,, = 1. Fix t E T, for some 1 <j‘< N, and let r be the 
tableau obtained by removing from t the box containing the number ,f: 
Then define 
where the product is over all s E T, such that s # t but removing the box 
containing the number j’ from s also yields the tableau r. The family 
{ py : t E T,,] is a partition of unity consisting of minima1 idempotents in 
H,( q ). If nz d II, t E T,,, , and VE A,,, then ~c;(py) is the orthogonal projection 
of V,. onto the subspace I’,,,, spanned by T,, ~, independent of q. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For q neither zero nor u root qf unit>‘, the Little\vood- 
Richardson coefficients c;,,(y) of H ~ (q) are equal to the classical 
Littlewood-Richardson co<fficients. 
Prooj: Let JEA,,,, PEA,,, YEA,,,+,,, tETj., andsET,. Letg,,,,,denote 
the image of CT,,,,,~ in H,,(q). Then 
(‘Z.,,(q) = rank(~tYp’: s,,,.Z P: g,,,, )I. 
Since q - n:(p; g;,:, p: g,,,,,) is a continuous family of idempotents on V,., 
it has constant rank. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For q neither zero nor a root qf‘unit>~: 
(a) For n > 3 and 1.. E.’ E A,, , one has 
~~~~K~-~K,/,,, ,,q,~~~~,H,, ,,y) 
0 /I = 2’. 
(b) The map ,j: g,++ -qg,- ’ (1 6 idn - 1) e.utends to an auto- 
morphism of H,( q ). 
(c) For SEA,,, xj,Ij?x;.r, where Eb* denotes the conjugate sf /I (the 
diagram obtained by interchanging roti’s and columns). 
Proof: The first statement follows from [ Wl, Lemma 2.111, and the 
restriction rule. For (b) one observes that the elements -qg,y ’ also satisfy 
the Hecke algebra relations and that they generate H,(q). The statement in 
(c) can be checked explicitly for n = 2. For n > 2, it is shown by induction 
using (a) and (b) and the fact that the ~1: for p E A,, are a complete family 
of irreducible representations of H,,(q). i 
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Now we want to consider similar constructions also when q is a root of 
unity. Fix integers 13 3 and 1 6 h- < 1. Recall that the set of (k, /)-diagrams 
A;,“,” c A, consists of Young diagrams 3. such that Q/1) d k and 
i., - i., d I- k. A standard tableau is called a (k, I)-tableau if it describes a 
path entirely within the (k, /)-diagrams. Let T>“,“, T/(‘.“, Tik;,‘) denote the 
subsets of T;, T,,, and T,,,. consisting of (k, [)-tableaux. The span of T!.‘.” 
in Vi is denoted I’:.‘.“. 
For t E T:.‘,” and s E T, , the rational functions z I-+ (s 1 rrf( gi) t ) have no 
poles at primitive rth roots of unity for r3 1. Thus when q is a primitive 
Ith root of unity, n;(gi), r.;~.j~ is defined. Remarkably, V:-k,” is invariant 
under zz( gi) and g, H rc;( g,), I IU defines an irreducible representation of 
H,,(q), which we denote rc;.‘.” ’ [WI 1. The n;.‘.‘)(g,) are in fact unitary on 
f,rtk.l) for q = ,*Znii, 
I One has the restriction rule 
?lC,k.l) 
,. ,H,m,,y, 2 0 $5 
i’ -c i 
where the sum runs over all (k, /)-diagrams which can be obtained by 
removing exactly one box from 1.. Define x!~.‘~ = @ j.6,,;k,~~ rr;,“.” and 
H’k,” = ~c(~,‘)(H (4)). Then by the restriction rule, Hi::‘; imbeds in Hjj;,,“, II 
an”d one yhus obtains an approximately finite dimensional representation 
ntk.‘) of H,(q) in H’“,‘) = tiff?.“, 
As before, one can define for each t E T!,k.‘) a minimal idempotent 
pjk.” E Hij;.” such that :p)k(I : t E Tjlk.” i forms a partition of unity. If n > tn, 
t E TE,“, and v E ALk.“, then rct,“.‘)( pi’.“) is the orthogonal projection of 
Vi,“.” onto the subspace Vi:;‘) spanned by T)!;“. If P denotes the 
orthogonal projection of Z’,, onto VI,‘.“, then for z near q, 
P7r$pf) = n5(pf) P = P7cypy) P, 
which is the orthogonal projection of V,, onto Vi!,:“, indepenent of r. 
There exists for each ,- EC a special (so-called Markov) trace tr, on 
H,(q), defined inductively by tr,( I) = 1 and tr,(agllb) = ztr(ah) for 
a, h E H,,(q). For q = e*“‘;’ and z = h,(q), tr, is a positive trace with respect 
to the conjugate linear algebra involution of H,,(q) induced by g,? =g,- ‘. 
Furthermore, off.” is equivalent to the GNS representation rr,,. with 
respect to trl. (See for example [D, Proposition 2.4.41, for the construction 
of the GNS representation.) 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Fix integers 12 3 and 1 < k < 1. Let q be a primitive /th 
root of unity. 
(a) If (k, I) # (2,4), n 3 3, and 3.. I’m AP.“, one has 
,+I’- (k./) 
I = 71A. 
1k.l) 
- 711. IH,~I(Y,~.~.~.“,,~~,,,,. 
0 i = A’. 
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(b) The map j: g,~ -qg, ’ (1 6 i< II - 1) extends to an auto- 
nzorphm qf H,,(q). 
(cl 711h.ll -,jg 711/ k.‘l, 
(d) The induced linear iwnorphim j, : @ ,, K,,( Hl:.“) + 
@ ,, K,( H)l- ‘.‘I) is II ring ison~orphisn~. 
(e) The Bratteli diagram for the sequence qf Hjlk,” is periodic with 
period gcdf k, I). 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are the same as in Proposition 1.3. Set 
z = h,(q) and let tr, be the corresponding Markov trace. Then tr, j is also 
a Markov trace tr,, with 
z’=(tr,~,j)(g,)= tr,( -qg,; ‘)=tr,(q- 1 -g,) 
=(q-l)/(l-qfi)=h_k(q). 
Since q is an Ith root of unity, one has :‘=/I P(q)=b,Pk(q), and in 
particular tr=, is also a positive trace. Therefore 
n’h,” :.j = n,,- :, j = n,,: , = n,, = i-clip ‘./I, 
This shows (c). 
By (c), j induces an isomorphism from Hjj;,” to Hilpk,” for each n. Since 
j: shift,,, = shift, 2 j, one has for idempotents IY, 1‘ in HE,“, Hjzk,” 
j,(C-yl # [.I,])= [j(.ushift,,,(.v))l = Cj(.u) shift,,,(j(.v))l =j*[xl #j,[.vl. 
which proves (d). 
By [ Wl, Lemma 2.61 the Bratteli diagram for the sequence of Hi:,” has 
periodicity li and, by (c), also periodicity I- li, which gives (e). 1 
Next we want a statement analogous to Proposition 1.3(c). Observe that 
the map /1 H ;1* takes su&iently small (k, &diagrams to (I- k, I)- 
diagrams, but does not map A!‘i.‘) to ,4!- ‘.‘I in general. We therefore 
replace this map by the operation ‘f’, defined on ii!‘,” by the following pro- 
cedure (see Fig. 3). 
(1) Partition a given (h-, &diagram A by rectangles of side lengths li 
and l-k. 
(4,7) 
A= t6,4,21 C A,2 (3’7) - \k(h, = 14,4,2,23 E A,2 
FIGURE 3 
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(2) Conjugate each rectangle separately (and with it each part of the 
diagram lying in the particular rectangle). 
(3) Glue the conjugated parts together with all rectangles in the 
same row. 
LEMMA 1.5. (a) If 1 is a (k, I)-diugranl, then Y(;l) is an (f-k, Ir)- 
diagram. 
(b) Y is a bijection betu>een AL’.” and Aifpk,“for each II. 
(c) Y is inclusion preserving, i.e., p c 3.0 Y(p) c Y(l.). 
(d) Y induces a bijection between Tj(‘.” and Tjfpk.“. 
Proof (a) By construction Y(i.) has l-k rows at the most. It only 
remains to show that the rows (or, equivalently, the columns) of Y(%) are 
nonincreasing and that Y(L), - Y(u(i.),_., d I- (I - k) = k. By definition 
Ji - L, < 1 -k. Hence there are at most two k-by-(l- k) rectangles which 
are not completely filled by L or completely empty. We can therefore 
assume that 1 is contained in two rectangles at the most. 
If Jti is already contained in one rectangle, then Y(i) = L*, and the claim 
follows immediately. So let us assume IL1 > I - k + 1, which implies A,3 1 
by the (k, I) condition. As the first rectangle is not completely full, we also 
have I;., < I-k. It follows 
and 
One obtains from this 
Moreover, the columns of Y(i) are nonincreasing. This is clear within each 
rectangle and, using the (k, 1) condition, one also has 
WA) ;+,=i,-(I-k)d,Ik=Y(A)f. 
(b) Define an operation Y on n”Pk,‘) as before with k replaced by 
I-k. It is easy to check that Y is the inverse of Y. The statement of (c) 
follows immediately from the definition of Y and (d) is a consequence of 
this and the identification of (k, I) tableaux with increasing sequences of 
(k, I) diagrams. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.6. For (k, 1) # (2, 4) and A E ALk.“, 
nC.k.l) 
* 
“J = 71 $,f.” and .i*CP,.I = CPWid 
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Prooj It follows from Proposition 1.4 (c) that ~;.‘.‘~‘:,j is an irreducible 
(I-k, I) representation. One checks directly that rcEZ, :j= 7~~~2,. The 
statement then follows by induction from Proposition 1.4 (a) and 
Lemma 1.5 (c). 1 
2. BASIC RESULTS ON THE LITTLEWOOD~RICHARDSON COEFFICIENTS 
Let q be a primitive Ith root of unity and fix integers 12 3 and 1 <X- < 1. 
We consider the Littlewood-Richardson ring Jy-c’,‘) = en K,,(HL’.‘)) of the 
approximately finite dimensional quotient (H”.“, r~‘~,‘)) of H, (4). Its 
structure constants are 
4.,, = rank .1”,“( Cpj.1 # Cp,,l), 
where 3. E A Lt.‘), p E A y,“, 1’ E A !‘:I,, , and p,. and P,~ are corresponding 
minimal idempotents in H!,t,” and Hjj;,‘). 
LEMMA 2.1. For I.~/ijt.” and p~/lj~~.‘), [piI #[p,,] #O. 
Proof: The Markov trace tr, for z=h,(q) factors through the (GNS) 
representation x’~.“, and is nonzero on minimal idempotents in each 
HF,“. Furthermore by [Wl, 3.11, the Markov trace is multiplicative: 
tr,(p;. shift,,(p,,)) = fr,(p2)fr,(p,,) ZO. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For j. E A::.“, p E Al,“,“, and v  E A!,::‘,,, one has 
d;,,, < cz.,, ,zlith equality in case ever>’ path ,frorn I. to 1’ in Young’s lattice 
passes through (k, I)-diagrams only. 
Proqf: Let t E T;.‘,“, and s E T::.‘j. Let P and P, denote the orthogonal 
projections of V,. onto Vi,‘.‘) and V)!;“. For ; near q, we have 
Px;(pf shift,,(pz))P= P,P7r,(shift,,(pf))P, 
by the observations preceding Proposition 1.4. This has the limit as z + q 
equal to 
lim P,P7C~(g,,:,pfg,,,,)P= P, lim P7ct (g,,~)Pnf(p,)P71;:(g,.,,)P 
z - y z-y 
= P,~lk.“(gm.!,)P,~tk~‘)(g,,,,,P 
= ny’(py’g;.;, p,;kJ’g,,,) P 
= x!,“,‘)( pik.‘) shift,,,( plk.“)) P. 
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Therefore 
d;,, = rank n~,‘~“(p)k.” shift,,,(pt”.“)) = rank lim Prt;:(pf shift,(pf))P 
r-y 
< lim inf rank Pnt(pf shift,,,(pf))P< lim rank nt(p, shift,(&)) 
2-y 1 - ‘, 
= lim c;.,,(z) = Cl.L,, 
2 - 0 
by semicontinuity of rank and Proposition 1.2. 
Now suppose that every path in Young’s lattice from 1. to v passes 
through (k, I)-diagrams only. Then nt(p,) = P, 6 P, and 
rc;:( of shift,( p,)) = rc,( of shift,,( p,) of ) = Z’rr;:( of shift,( p,))P, 
As above, this has limit rcC(,,‘.“(pjk.‘) shift,(pj’.“))P as I 4 q. As a 
continuous family of idempotents has constant rank, for : near q one has 
d$ = rank ~~k.‘)(~~,~.“( JI)~,” shift,,,( p ,i”, “))I’= rank rr,( p, shift&t)) 
= c;.,(z) = c;,,. 1 
For % E nil‘.“, let F(d) = (Jr + 1, . . . . I, + 1 ). F is the periodicity operator 
on the lattice of (k, /)-diagrams: for A E AP.” and i,’ E /1!,‘:‘), , j” 3 1’ -S 
F(i) I F(,i’). 
COROLLARY 2.3. (a) For I.E A>“, one has [p,.] # [pC,k,] = [P~(~.~]. 
(b) For 3. E A:.“, p E ALk.“, v E A::.:‘,,, one has d:ty,i,, = d$‘;j,, = d:,,. 
(c) For I. E A $” and 1’ E A::‘, , one has dXr,, = c&, , . That is, 
Proqf On the one hand, CpJ # [prli,] #O by Lemma 2.1, and on the 
other hand, for all v E AL:<‘k, 
d;,&, d CY;~~~, = 
1 
1 if v=F(I) 
0 otherwise. 
This proves (a). For (b), observe that 
Point (c) follows at once from Proposition 2.2, since if there is any path 
from 2 to V, then it passes only through the (k,l)-diagrams i and v. 
(Alternatively, remark that [pJ # [ptr,] = I*[p;], for the imbedding I of 
H1k.l’ into ~(k.11 
m m+l.) I 
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LEMMA 2.4. For i. E A\,‘. “, 
$;.“I j= n”.Jl 
Y/I/ I and .i*CP;.I = CPYfj.11. 
Proof. This case does not follow from the inductive argument of 
Proposition 1.6. However, we can verify it by working out the muitipiica- 
tion table for ,X “. ‘) and the action ofj and Y on (2,4)-diagrams. Because 
of the periodicity of multiplication (Corollary 2.3(b)), it suffices to find the 
2-by-2 table of products of ( [pr,,], [przl]). Products involving [pr,,] 
are known by 2.3(c), so we only have to compute [pr2,] # [pr2,]. But 
, 
[l] = [Pi,:,] + [prz,] in K,,(H\-.J’), so 
where I is the imbedding of H;. ” ‘) into Hi’.4’. One checks directly that j, 
interchanges [pczI] and [P~,>~], and that Y interchanges [2] and Cl’]. 
For an odd integer 2~ + 1, Y has to fix the unique diagram in A;?:, and 
j, the unique class of minimal idempotents in HE,:, For an even integer 
2m, AZ;” has two elements, A”‘= [IIZ,W] and iv”‘= [m+ 1, w- 11. One 
has 
j*CPillll =j*(lP[,:,1#‘~7= CP[?,l +i,,, _ CPi’lFl 
if 122 is even 
- 
C P2'il if ~II is odd, 
by 1.4(d) and the multiplication table. Similarly j*[pi.lL1] = [p,l:+“,i] (with 
mod 2 addition of indices). Finally, one checks that Y(i.“‘) = l.‘rtm’ (with 
mod 2 addition of indices). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For 3. E A :t,“, p E A izk.“, v  E A iz(‘,, , 
(p” 
yr,,yqJ-k ~)=4Jk 1). 
Proof: This follows from 1.4(d ), 1.6, and 2.4. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.6 (Young-Pieri Rules.) (a) For i. E A$“, 1 < r < 1 -k, 
and 1’ E A y$,, 
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Proof (a) Observe that if V, - jVk d I-k, then all diagrams between 1. 
and v are (k, [)-diagrams, so the first part of the statement follows from 
Proposition 2.2. 
In the second case, we have boxes in the first and kth row of v\3, such 
that the difference of their column indices is exactly I-k. It is not hard to 
see that after applying Y they end up in the same row of Y(v)\ Y(1.). But 
then it follows from the classical Littlewood-Richardson rule and Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.5 that 
(b) Because of the periodicity of multiplication (2.3(b)) we can 
assume that A, = 0 and hence Y(1.) = i”*. If V, - I., d I-k, then the 
assertion holds because all diagrams between 3. and v are (k, I)-diagrams. 
If c’&,,, =O, then also d;.,,,, = 0, by the inequality of Proposition 2.2. 
So assume that c~t,~, # 0 and that v, - 3., > I- k. Then necessarily 
v,=l--k+l, vk=l, and 
since v\ A is a vertical strip. Furthermore, Ye = VT for ,j > 2, so Y(v)\i* 
is a horizontal strip. Therefore c,?;‘), = 1. Since Y(v), - 2:: k d k, we have 
using Proposition 2.5 and part (a) (with k and I-k reversed). 1 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF J-P’,” 
Fix integers 1 <k < 1. Let P denote the ring Z[x, , . . . . .yk] of polynomials 
in k variables and P” the ring Z[x,, . . . . ~~1~” of symmetric polynomials. 
For partitions p of length l(p) < k, let sV denote the Schur function 
s,b, 7 . . . . xk) in P”. Let ZCk.” denote the ideal in P’ generated by 
(S~:~ul-~k=I-k+l}. (We will call diagrams p such that ,u-P~= 
1 -k + 1 border diagrams.) 
Since the elementary symmetric functions e,=st,,, for 1 <r 6 k are 
algebraically independent and generate P” as a ring, there is a unique ring 
homomorphism cp: P” + TC’(~,‘) such that cp(e,) = [pr,,,] for 1 <r < k. We 
will show that cp induces a ring isomorphism cp: P’/ZCk,” + XCk.” such that 
C&S, + Zck,“) = [pi] for (k,I)-diagrams i. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) cp(s,)= [p,] .for all (k, /)-diagrams p. In particular, 
q is surjectioe. 
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(b) cp(s,,) = OJor all horder diagram p. 
(c) P/Fk.” is .spannen by {s,, + I’“.” : p is CI (k, I)-&7gram). 
Proof: (a) The proof goes by induction on the lexicographic order of 
Young diagrams. By definition of cp the statement is true for diagrams ~1 
with only one column. Now fix a (k, /)-diagram p with at least two 
columns, and assume inductively that the assertion holds for all 
(I?. /)-diagrams /l’ < p. Let p,, denote the diagram obtained by removing the 
last column of p and let r(p) denote the length of this column. Using the 
classical Littlewood-Richardson rule and Proposition 2.6(b), we have 
and 
s P ,<,,’ [,‘1”1, = s,, + 1 .Sll., 
1’ 
where the sums are over certain (k, [)-diagrams p’ with ki’ < p in 
lexicographic order. Then it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
drib,) = CPJ 
The proof for (b) follows exactly the same pattern using (a). 
(c) For this recall that monomials in the elementary symmetric 
functions sC1,, p s an P,‘. Observe that if i is a (k, I) diagram, then .T~.s~~,, is 
equal to a sum of Schur functions s,, for diagrams 1’ which are either 
(k, /)-diagrams or border diagrams; in particular, “;.sc,,, + Ilk.‘) is in the 
span of (sIl + I’“,‘! /J is a (k, /)-diagram ) As diagrams with one column are 
(li, /)-diagrams, the claim follows by induction on the number of factors in 
a product of elementary symmetric functions. 1 
We conclude from Lemma 3.1(b) that the ideal Z’“,” is contained in the 
kernel of cp, and therefore cp induces a surjective ring homomorphism 
cp: p/~lk,l’ --f c#W) such that ~(s, + I”.“) = [pi] for (k, [)-diagrams 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. cp: P’/I’“,” + ,Xlk.” is CI ring isomorpllism. 
Proqf: Since the set { [p,.]: i. is a (k, [)-diagram ) is a basis of H’k.O, the 
assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.1(a) and c). 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. For all (k, I)-diagrutm p, 
IP,,I =dNCpIIJr: r~Jllll~,.,~,lll 
where p* is the conjugute c!f p, nl > I( p* ). ud pr ,,] is taken to he :yro tf 
r<O or r>li. 
607 x2 2-o 
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Proof: This follows from the determinant formula for Schur functions 
and the theorem. 1 
In principle, this allows us to compute any product [pj] # [p,] for 
(k, /)-diagrams I and p by first expanding [p,,] by the determinant formula 
and then using Proposition 2.6(b) repeatedly. However, we will produce a 
much more efficient method of computation below. 
In order to facilitate computations modulo I’“.“, we introduce a Z-linear 
map of P”/I(“,‘) onto a certain quotient of the skew symmetric polynomials 
P““, as follows. This map will turn out also to be an isomorphism. 
Let J denote the ideal in P generated by (x- x:: 1 d i<j< k}. For 
any MEN&, set a(r)=det(.u:‘),.,.,.,. Set s=(k-l,k-2 ,.., 1.0) and 




I): p + ZCk.” H Lip + J 
is a Z-linear surjection from P”/Ztk.” onto P”“/J, the image of Pus in P/J. 
J is generated as an abelian group by the polynomials (.~f. - ~f)x*, where 
r#s and MEN”. For any PEP, write A(p)= (l/k!)~~,,.,,~(~‘)~(p). Since 
p = A(p) whenever p is skew symmetric, it follows that every PE Jn Pa’ is 
an integer linear combination of the rational polynomials A((x/, -x:)x”). 
Up to a possible change of sign, k! A((.ul -.X:)X’) has the form 
a(B) - a(P, 9 . ..1 fl, ,,Pj-Ir...,Pj+I,B,+,,...,ljk)r 
where /I is a partition with pi - p, > 1. Hence every p E Jn Pa’ is a Q-linear 
combination of such elements. 
We next introduce a certain afline reflection group W acting on Rk which 
is closely related to the ideal J. First the symmetric group S, acts by 
permutation of coordinates; the fundamental transpositions c‘i = (i. i + 1) 
are reflections in the hyperplanes {x: X, = xi+ ,}. Let 0 denote the vector 
(1, 0, . . . . 0, - 1). (If Rk is regarded as the dual of the Lie algebra of the 
maximal torus of U(k), then 0 is the highest root of U(k).) Let p denote 
the reflection in the hyperplane (x, 6) = I, 
p: x H (X& + I, x2, . ..) XI, ~ , ) x, - I). 
Denote by W the alline reflection group generated by S, and p. For u’ E W, 
let ~(1~7) denote the determinant of the linear part of MI. 
Remark that for i < j, the reflections 
P ,, , : H (x, ) . ..) x, + I, . ..) xi - I, . . . . .Y& ) 
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lie in W. (In fact, if k 3 3, the p,, , generate W.) We have just seen that 
Jn P”’ is generated (over Q) by the elements 
where fi is a partition and /j, -b, 3 1. 
We can take as the fundamental open chamber for S, the set 
C= [xER” :s, >s?> ... >s/;). 
Then the fundamental open alcove for W is A = Cn {s: X, - .Y~ <I). Of 
course W leaves invariant the integral lattice Z” c R”. 
Next we introduce a basis for Jn P”‘, or rather for (Jn P”) 0, Q, 
labelled by the set of partitions /J with distinct parts and with B, - Bk 2 1. 
If /I, - pk = 1, set -u(b) = U(J). 
If PI - /11, > 1, set -u(B) = u(b) + a@(p)). Let 7c be the element of Sk such 
that y(b) := rtp(/I) is a partition. Then X(/I) = a(b) - a(rtp)a(y(fi)). 
Let T denote the Z-linear span of is(p): 8, - jIx > 1 and /II has distinct 
parts ). in Jn P“‘. 
LEMMA 3.4. For each purtition [I rr,ith l(B) < k, either 
(i) p is fi.ued hl$ sovw reflection in W and a(j) E T, or 
(ii) there is a unique )I‘ E W such that iv( /I) E A. In this case, hv(b) is a 
partition and 
Proof: By the simple transitivity of the action of W on its alcoves 
[B, Chap. V], either ,8 is fixed by some reflection in W, or there is a 
unique M’ E W such that u(b) E A. In the former case, we have to show 
that ME T, and in the latter that n(/?) is a partition and that 
u(b) - ~(w)a(w(fl)) E T. 
If /I, - bk < I, then either /3 has repeated parts and a(P) = 0, or ,4’ E A. We 
can therefore assume inductively that the assertion holds for all /I’ such 
that /Y,-/I;</?,-/r,. 
Suppose that al - Pk 2 I. If /3 has repeated parts or if b, - bk = I, then /3 
is fixed by a reflection in W and a(B) E T. So suppose that fl has distinct 
parts and that /I, -flk > 1. In this case, a(p) + a(p(b))~ T. Let IX be the 
unique element of S, such that y(p) := np(/I) is a partition. Then 
a(P) - E(zP)u(Y(~~))E T. Since r(p), -Ye < /YI - fik, the result for fi 
follows from the induction hypothesis applied to ~(1). 1 
LEMMA 3.5. (Jn P“‘)@, Q = TO, Q. 
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Proo$ It suffices to show that if b is a partition and i <j and p, - p, 3 I, 
then ~P)+~~P~,~(B))E 7’. 
Let rt E S, be such that /I’ = np,,,(/I) is a partition. If a(p) (and hence 
a(/?)) is fixed by a reflection in W, then both are in T by Lemma 3.4. 
Otherwise, let n be the unique element of W such that n(/I) EA. Then by 
Lemma 3.4, 
a(j) - ~(w)a(w(B), E T, (1) 
and also 
a@‘)-~(wp,.,n-‘)a(w(fl))~ T. 
Multiplying this by E(X) gives 
(2) 
Adding (1) and (2) gives the result. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) {x(b): fl has distinct parts and fl, - fik > I) is a basis qf 
(Jn P”‘)OI Q. 
(b) JnZ-span{As,: A is a (k, I)-diagram; =O. 
Prooj First note that As, = a(1 + 6), and 2 is a (k, [)-diagram if and 
only if i+6~A. So spanjds, : 1. is a (k, I) diagram ). = span{ a(/3) : /!I E A 1. 
Because of Lemma 3.5, for both assertions it suffices to prove that if 
c b,+(B)= c qdB), (*I p t A fi E C‘, .4 
where both sums are finite and the coefficients b,j, cg are rational, then 
cg = 0 for all /l E C\A. Suppose otherwise and let z be the lexicographically 
largest element of C\A such that c, # 0. Because y(b) < fl for all /?E C 
satisfying p, - fjk > /, the right side of Eq. (*) equals C,CI(CL) plus a linear 
combination of a(/?‘) with p’ < CI in lexicographic order. Thus Eq. (*) 
contradicts the linear independence of [a(p) : BE C). 1 
Remark. It follows that for a partition b, a(/?) E J if and only if /I is 
fixed by a reflection in W. 
THEOREM 3.7. $ : PFIIfk~” -+ PUS/J is a linear isomorphism. 
Proof: We have only to check that $ is injective, but this is equivalent 
to Lemma 3.6(b). 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. (a) {a@) + J : /3 E A ) is a Z-basis qf P”“/J. 
(b) Afk,“= Jn P’15. 1 
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According to Theorem 3.2, to compute the structure constants n;,,, of the 
ring 2Yk.“, one has to multiply s,.s~, (using the usual Littlewood- 
Richardson rule or, for example, the Remmel-Whitney algorithm [RW]) 
and then reduce the result modulo I’“,” to a linear combination of {s,, : 17 
is a (k, /)-diagram). Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.4 provide an effective 
algorithm for carrying out the reduction. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. For ever! yurtitiotr tl wirh I( ~1) 6 k, either s,, E I’“.” or 
there is a unique (k, I)-diagram v and an E E [ &- 1 ] such that s,, = ES,, 
(mod I”,“). 
Proof: This follows immediately from the results just mentioned. To 
carry out the reduction modulo I”,“, first form /I = q + 6. Then carry out 
the algorithm implicit in the inductive proof of Lemma 3.4 either to find 
that a(/?)EJor to produce an E( &l) and BEA such that a(/?-&a(fl)EJ. 
In the former case, s,) E I’/i.‘J; in the latter, 1’ = B- 6 is the desired 
(k, /)-diagram. 1 
The geometric interpretation of our reduction procedure in terms of 
the aftine reflection group W was first pointed out to us by Antony 
Wassermann. 
FINAL REMARKS 
1. An obvious question to ask is whether our coefficients describe the 
decomposition of tensor products of some generalization or deformation of 
SU(k) or Cl(k). We discuss some of these (possible) connections below. 
(a) After “factoring out the determinant,” i.e., after factoring over the 
ideal generated by [ p[,~,] - 1, one obtains a finite dimensional quotient 
2’k.‘l with a linear basis labelled by {I : I(;.) d k and II <I-k}. The 
quotient map is given by [p;.] HX = [A, -i,, . . . . i,,_, --&I, and the 
multiplication on 2 I’.” by ;I x ,u = C d‘: C. Because v H i is injective on 
each /ii,“.“, once can recover the produc?on X’l’.” from that on $(k.‘). 
(b) The basis of *“,‘I is in l-1 correspondence with the level I-k 
representations of the loop group LSU(k) (see [ PS] ). The tensor product 
of representations of the loop group with non-zero levels has a different 
level than the original representations. 
However, in the WZW conformal field theories associated with the 
representations of LSU(k) at a fixed finite level, one has a so-called fusion 
algebra, which is an associative, commutative ring with basis labelled by 
the highest weight representations of the given level: see for example 
E. Verlinde’s paper [V]. 
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As noted in the introduction, V. Kac and M. Walton have shown that 
the fusion rules are given by the same formula as we have obtained for the 
(k, I)-LittlewooddRichardson coefficients, so that in fact s?(~.‘~ coincides 
with the fusion algebra of the su(k)-WZW conformal field theory at level 
I-k. In particular our algorithm provides a relatively efficient means of 
computing the fusion algebra, and our Proposition 2.5 implies a duality 
between rank and level for the fusion algebras. This duality was also 
observed by A. Kuniba and T. Nakanishi [KN]. 
(c) For q not a root of unity, the Hecke algebra H,(q) and the 
quantum group s/(n), are in SchurWeyl duality. That is, each may be 
represented on (CM) @’ so that (a) the images of the generators vary 
continuously with q and (b) the images of the algebras H,(q) and sl(n), are 
commutants of one another [Ji]; see also [Ro]). When q is a root of unity, 
some type of SchurWeyl duality persists, although the image of both 
H/(q) and s/(n), are nonsemisimple. Our coefficients should be related to 
the decomposition of tensor products of certain irreducible representations 
of the quantum groups at roots of unity. 
2. Our coefficients should also be useful as a tool for characterizing 
examples of subfactors of the hyperfinite II, factor which were constructed 
using the (k. I) representation of the Hecke algebras in [Wl]. 
3. Our work raises several combinatorial questions: 
(a) Is there a Schensted type correspondence related to the 
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients of ,Xx1”,“? 
(b) Is there a combinatorial rule for the d’& akin to the classical 
Littlewood-Richardson rule? 
(c) There is no known closed formula for the dimensions of the 
representations rc:‘,“, although they can be easily computed inductively by 
the restriction rule. For the different approach observe that the dimension 
of nSk.‘) is the coefficient of si. + I”‘.” in (x, + . . + .x~)~ + I’k,” which can be 
computed directly by reducing ~l,E,,nf,,~~ modulo Z’k,“, where the f,, are 
the dimensions of the irreducible representations of S,,. 
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